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ABSTRACT

House is the first impression of world for human. Man tends to settlement instead of distribution through building a house. Iranian house is God’s place based on inner content. Respect for sacred concepts in traditional architecture is due to respect for human and his. In the last half century, the house concept has changed and religious concepts are minimized by weakening the religious beliefs. Iranian traditional home becomes far from independent identity and goes toward uniformity that its origin includes West secularism and human-orientation. This is while; Iranian spiritual culture is against material culture of West. This paper recognizes sacred concepts of traditional residential architecture that is based on harmony between expressional aspect and spiritual message and identifies the manifestation of sacred issue in house. Also, it studies spiritual qualities of quietness that are mentioned in verse 80 of Surah Nahl “æÇááå ÌÚá á˜ã ãä ÈÌæÊ˜ã Ó˜äÇ” and other sacred concepts that refer to human origin as well as it reminders the spiritual world, including: Nature, space, privacy, transcendent order, bottom and surface hierarchy, orientation of house, that is based on principles derived from Islamic world in traditional residential architecture and houses are formed on this basis and restores it in modern housing in compliance with today’s demands and using of recent facilities and achievements.
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INTRODUCTION

Martin Heidegger, German contemporary philosopher has defined art term meaning creation, production and training: “Architecture is an art where creative talent of human reaches its peak integrity.” It seems that architecture has more ability compared to other arts in comprehensive determination of an era human mood and expression of human inner and outer world (though symbolic and abstract) and presents quantity and quality of human life with specific language like a mirror, in addition to express the spiritual and material needs of them; house and housing are the most obvious manifestation of human architecture. Home is always quieter of human soul and body. Therefore, meaning importance of house is to create a sense of stability in earth and universe. Thus, creation of house inside is not independent phenomenon from creating house itself, but the house is inside itself, but house inside will not be realized in the absence of human who come round and seat. Human has always sought to create concepts from his creation time so that he can release himself from earthly existence and seek supernatural support for himself. Therefore, he has declined ranks in order to achieve impossibilities and understanding and availability ranks and has improved his hand makes to create eternal memories in his reminder. Iranian house does not move in one direction of function but it is family development place as the most prominent position of society formation and it is a status for people movement towards origin due to its sacred character; according to many artists and Orientalists, expression of ideal
concepts, Iranian religious and ritual beliefs have made thinkable the special architecture aspects.

**Home as center of individual world**

House is arisen as dwelling and housing with thought and it recognizes human as mortal and as subject to being on earth, under sky and Saints (Heidegger, 2002). According to “Norberg-Schultz”, house is a corner that we turn back there after experiencing different aspects of outer world we of the joint, that is, where the world will appear due to its immediacy. The concept of living is much more that establish in a square place. Human will know himself when he is settled and has established his existence in the world. Home is where four types of communications will be established: Relationship with God, with himself, with others and with nature.

**The location of house in philosophers’ thoughts**

According to Boshlar, home is inside space; it’s inside meaning and value is completed with outside, street, nature and world, and eventually all universes: What is interpreted as Macrocosm by philosophers before him. He believes that the most sense of home is that it develops dream and is visionary protector for this reason, “building” is inner sanctum for him; Plato believes that: now, we are living in this world and as we come from other world, we remember the things in that world and here we are constantly looking for familiar things. Then, we understand unconsciously and innately the secret of these phenomena and forms which are signs of their supreme sample.

Heidegger refers to synonymous concepts of “residence” and “being” and says: “mortal human beings choose inhabitance while they choose sky as sky; submit their life to sun and moon, the stars, their ways to stars and their bless and problems to seasons” (Shuai, 1996)

**Looking at Iran architecture from “Iran Mysticism” point of view**

Tradition includes non-changeable principles with heaven origin and their application in different periods of time and place. Meanwhile, it includes continuity of certain teachings and sacred forms that are litters for transferring these teachings to humans and actualizing tradition lessons inside human (Ardalan, 1995). Tradition is the single fact that it heart and source of all truth. All traditions are land manifestations of heaven patterns which will be ultimately connected to primordial tradition stable pattern. In traditional view, human and universe can be understood as creator of sacred art “(Nasr). Tradition is always sacred, because human beings are created by God tradition like all creators. One of God names in Islam is “Qods”. God is holy and the world that is his act and creator is holy and human is sacred in essence of existence; art is an expression of sacred essence that is emerged in tradition. Traditional art is origin of sacred art, and traditional art stems from God who is first artist, and refers him. Three features of sacred word are intended: The first feature is extra time and place feature of sacred; it is not a contract and humans have not established it, but it has been developed from beginning of world creation:

The second feature is its achievability by human. The human has ability of recognizing and perceive it by his soul, power of his understanding and his subconscious. According to Shils, tradition is not only a product of physical processes of external world, tradition is not a product of a series of ecological and physiological requirements but it is beyond them. Source of tradition is sacred and what is traditional, is inseparable from sacred.

The third feature refers to origin of universe and God nature. It refers to one who has been creator of universe and has developed these laws. That is why human has ability to understand and receive secrets.

Dr. Morteza Farhadi writes: Sacred objects and creatures have attracted each other, in contrary to magnetic law of physics where homonymous poles repel each other and non-homonymous poles attract each other. “Monotheism approach of tradition includes not only whole architecture but it includes elements such as space, form, light, color and material which have created together an architectural form. (Ardalan) The monistic view does not anything outside of his field and does not consider an independent for non-divine and earthly matters. Wisdom strategy of religious art refers to eternal truth, coded speech and aspects.
All of these arts are higher orders and centralism of common secrets. With the presence of center, different and distributed components in appearance become harmonic; they begin and come together, create whole Unit and in this way, refer to principle of unity. Ardalan defines architecture as a bridge between tangible and intangible elements; he considers architectural aim as travel from body to soul. Iranian architecture includes comprehensive system, in addition to various aspects of architecture, through representing concepts and providing possibility of experience. Iranian architecture is a conceptual architecture; has a symbolic vision and tries to express and evoke deep feelings of eternal spiritual meanings in viewer, who has prioritized divine sense over beauty and goodness sense in designing and implementing building.

Given that human life in different cultures has created many common problems, moving towards Iranian house model appears very important. It is hoped that these kind of research projects are small, but great steps towards light in order to redefine design patterns that are consistent with our own culture.

The religious and fundamental structure of architecture must be studied in order to recall Iranian architecture space system.

Hidden plan of sacred concepts in Iranian traditional homes

Some psychoanalysts have referred house like mother’s womb where baby is still there, as if, baby is wrapped in its tight guard. It is believed in religious communities that human has an overland reveal form and a hidden divine nature that are consistent with each other and are inseparable. Similarly architecture has a direct relationship with human, therefore it has an overland reveal form and a hidden divine nature; the hidden nature of architecture leads to human perfection. So, land aspect of housing meets the required functions of human and human dimension and its spiritual nature meets moral beliefs of its inhabitants. This aspect of housing must be consistent with divine aspect of residents that is formed based on God-orientation. The apparent meaning of Revelation includes hidden meaning and any external manifestation of an apparent and obvious form refers to a hidden and inner nature. Religious people naturally have human desires that bring him to divine perfection. So, he’s housing must be designed in harmony with human wills and help in achieving perfection.

Historical housing natures

According to religious views, human has been created specifically and has nature that leads him toward completion of defects and perfection. Human reaches to divine perfection based on nature of human desires. The innate desires of humans are the area of mental and emotional affairs which have direct effects on human behaviors and completion (Motahari, 2001). God taught human the names (Baqara/31) in order to reach truth and divine perfection using these names. Human does not need housing with these characteristics, not as shelter but as a place that helps him to reach clean inner nature. Traditional human considers world as a combination of Microcosm and macrocosm that each of them are divided into three parts of body, soul and spirit. Traditional religion and art are not criticizable and interpretable; they can be decoded and paraphrased. Traditional art and architecture based on this sense show their nature due to decoding and paraphrasing; decoding means that spirit of artists and architects have the same opinion that have created these works after submerge; understanding and discovering these secrets is possible through studying hidden symbols and meanings. Manufacturers of Iran traditional architecture considered this universe as higher rank world’s edge and considered both of them as a blaze. Traditional architecture viewed his job sacred, because considered his position in a sacred hierarchy through which he connected to “Architect of Universe”.

All of these concepts can be considered as controller of meaning and concept of “from him” and “to him” that are derived from Quran (ÇäÇ Çááå æ åÇ ÇáÌå ÑÇÌÚæä). As Jamı said

All are like mirrors and divine is appeared or divine light is like mirror and presents anything

According to researcher who is Hadid Albasar

Anyone is another’s mirror
Tendency towards seeking truth and achieving perfection

Human does not find identity from place but divine and spiritual identity is hidden inside him and traditional architecture tries for construction through recognizing the inner identity. He has directly mentioned the source and target of human beings.

Iranian home is mirror of home in which beam of heavens and earth light shines. Traditional architecture has referred to other aspects of universe through allegory and secrets that according to Qur’an”æ áå ÇáÉá ÇáÚá Ýl ÇáâæÇÉ æ ÇáÇá” (Rome/ 27) Supreme sample is for God and traditional housing is secret of its manifestation. What is symbolized refers to a higher level and displays a transcendent truth. For symbolist human, the world is a secret of higher world and then there is no secret to be decoded. He could understand it by nature and was language and word [34]. Sacred architecture is undeniable component of architectural history. It is secret, sacred and awe-inducing due to its identity.

Religious task is astonishment Molavi (1992) It is appeared like this and contrary Nasr is symbol of reflecting higher rank reality and adds: “anything in the world is symbolic to the extent that is real; merely, the ultimate reality is not symbol because it is reality and not other thing” (Nasr, 2005).

Burkhard considers symbol like a sacred affair due to it represents the non-theoretical manifestation of spiritual reality and puts it in the center.

Creating centrality

According to Islam, Kaaba is center and is house of God, it is truth; Divine truth that can be achieved through principles and adherence to Sharia. Schion writes: “all of life and traditions of people in ancient world were dominated by two thoughts of ruler. One is centrality idea and another is resource (Schion, 1965)”. Mircha Eliade introduces considering center for three reasons: Concept of universe intersection point is special concept that is manifestation place of sacred and is real due to this reason and thirdly, any reproduction begins from central point (navel), because it is source of all realities and is life force (Eliade, 1997).

Therefore, traditional architecture has tried to express an example model that is sacred. He has selected the yard as center that is composed of a square or rectangular base near to square (the ground symbol) and over it is open to sky, or in other words, its roof is dome of sky (the symbol of reach to Divine Throne). Number four, offers the first existence that is natural world and trends toward material “19. Number four and square shape have special place in Iranian architecture culture (Soltanzadeh, 1993). This center is different with geometric and dynamic center. He has made heaven under the dome of sky and according to what was promised to him in faith “ÌäÇÊ ÊÌÑÌ ãä ÊÍÊåÇ ÇáÇäåÇÑ ÎÇáÏÌä ÝÌåÇ ÇÈÏÇ” (Nesa / 57). He has used from Tree (symbol of life and happiness) and water (a symbol of cleanliness and purity). The order of historical house is a symbol of perfection and sometimes turns symbolic perfection into divine and religious perfection through movement and rotation in the direction of Kaaba. The nature space is more comprehensive and more eternal than manmade creators since it is symbol of God5. The central yard spaces are like microcosm. Mysticism view is related to this plateau; wise person considers himself as world center and divine manifestation on earth; in his solitude, he is related to six faces of universe from central yard2.

Vertical axis

The second verse of Qur’an Raad Surah states that: “Çááå ÇáÁÌ ÑÝ ÚãææÇÊ ÈÛÌÑ ÚãÏ ÊÑæåÇ”. It means that this column separates floors of heavens and earth and holds heaven classes, so that they do not interfere with each other, and it acts as vertical intermediate and axis and connects the heaven and earthly realms. According to this verse, and considering vertical axis that cohere spaces around a center, it is a spatial structure of universe. Center realizes the ascending travel to highest levels through assimilation of vertical center; “Vertical direction has been considered as sacred space”. The vertical axis structure in space system represents reagents the way towards God. A axis that interconnects two ends of “path”. According to Darab Diba, components of horizontal and vertical axes have had the ascending growth and vertical motion line is set towards sky and light in order to achieve the vision center of open spaces that leads to architecture, light, sky and reflection link as visual result16. Intersection point of vertical and horizontal axis or humanity plane is “true self,” a place
where heaven and earth are combined and is site of government and God power. Perpendicularity of home must be found in polarization of underground and upstairs. Roof offers its existence reason: it covers human who is concerned about sun and rain. Even a visionary person, dreams on roof rationally: sharp roof splits clouds; as if thoughts are clear along with that direction. The underground is the “dark existence” of home, the existence that is in line with hidden forces17.

Surface
Surfaces can perform dual functions. They can limit shape physically and can make wide and infinite ground spaces; they can guide human soul to upper ranks of reality that are created beyond human created spaces through evolution and development of their characteristics. Excellence and originality of surfaces through transforming its matter is the main aim of surfaces arrangement. Gravity and the weight of material can be removed only in this way. Floor surfaces, walls and ceilings refer to specific aim and each of them refers to specific mystical concept. In architectural framework, simple horizontal surface of floor and complex surface of roof are both credits that the former refers to reality and the latter refers to fact. Complex ceiling displays unity level compared to simple floor. The roof is made of several layers and is symbol of ranks that people must pass them in order to rise to throne.

Every surface is surrounded by a high surface. Door is manifested by walls, wall is manifested by ceiling and ceiling is manifested by sky and all of them are manifested as unique set in a hierarchy. Floor is mystery and metaphor of spatial third and transcendent dimension where the vertical direction corresponds with existence axis. The wall is synonym of human, and spirit place will be special. The vertical ascending of form in order to receive attraction weight in opposite direction is an example of wall plan and recalls the rise of human soul and its connection to whole existence. Ardalan describes symbolic concept of roof as below: "Marquee is small version of universe, heavens, that is Spirit location; a point where ascendance arc is realized and descending arc begins its journey."20.

Tendency towards creativity and innovation
Every man has creativity and innovation ability according to his original nature. “Creativity is like reason and logical powers is part of “ÇÍÓä ÇáÊÞæÌã "or” best case” that human is created on that basis “(Louis Myshvn, 2001). God attributes have been manifested in human since human has God face and God successor on Earth. Muslim artist is invented from “ÈÎÌÚ ÇáÓãæÇÊ æ ÇáÇÑÖ” and there are no sign sensual aspects, individuality, personal tastes and emotions in any case. God attributes are provided in Qur’an: “âæ Çáâá ÇáÇíchá ÇáÈÇÑÆ” (Hashr/ 24) three words of “ÇáãÇëÎÇáÞ ¡ ÈÇÑÆ æ ãÕæÑ” involves creation with different credits. Human is created based on God form, focuses on creativity and innovation due to his nature. Mohamamd Ghazzali considers divine creation and human creation based on a common example and considers human creativity as a response to God’s creativity. It is said that architecture draws all components of a house on white paper and then builds home according to model. His act is similar to God action; God has drawn the plan of heaven and earth and in summary, the initial version of universe from beginning to end and then brings into existence as a prototype. (Ghazali, 1985)

Since the meaning is appeared on face I see by my eyes to face And meaning will be a appeared on surface (Ohad Aldin Kermani) This world is like a surface

The way of covering visibility and creating privacy
One of the most important principles that are recommended in family and social relationships is to cover visibility and create privacy, where he says: Say to believer men and women, prevent their eyes from seeing strangers and their ornaments, except what is obvious. Traditional architecture has designed house entrance as to be example of Hijab Verse. He separated outside realm from private sector of house through designing porch in entrance. Another example of privacy and mental relaxation is introspective and inward design of houses. Iranian people are person-centered, introspective in his private area, and have the sense of ownership and responsibility in the midst of his four walls and considers freedom as his right, but he is strongly
bound by strict social conventions outside the house².

The way of orientation

According to religious beliefs, achieving heart calm is not possible, unless the person reaches peace physically and spiritually. Traditional architect adopts a suitable climate direction (object comfort) and religious direction (life or mental relief) in order to make comfortable life both physically and mentally. Houses overlook to yard that is south faces sun⁶. At any time of year, we can find a corner of house where open it’s to residents of house. Iranian homes are full of peace that recalls heaven safe booths¹². Human searches truth based on his human nature and seeks to find the truth that where does he come from and where he will go; he searches an opportunity and a position in order to think. Home is a place of stop and pause, human returns necessarily him there and he is more or less forced to think. Traditional architect tries to create a sense of reflection in housing. People can answer question of “where” through putting themselves in a meaningful way⁶. The architect directs housing towards God. According to Kasiyer, the four- direction contrast of space in basic cosmology that depends on light and dark is as support of world understanding and explanation. Eliyade has considered orientation as founder of world and live in its real sense²². Relaxation

A feature of house that has been emphasized in Islamic civilization and accordingly houses has been formed is stillness and relaxation: “æÇááå áìÚá ãáå ÊíÉé áOáãÇ” (Al-Nahl / 80). God made your houses as a source of your comfort.” Relaxation or “OíIáæ áãÈæÆáãã” according to Qur’an becomes more pronounced in Islamic perspective and its various manifestations in daily life of every Muslim through recalling that word of Islam is derived from “Oáã” root meaning peace and tranquility as religion integrity¹². Traditional architecture has used the holiness of mosques in housing design in order to make houses as symbol and source of relaxation. The understanding of space and shape that is transferd by mosque can be felt at home. In fact, God is everywhere and all the earth is mosque from its original nature⁶. Repeating sacred place pattern in home evokes holiness and love at home. Also, the possibility of access to house inside has been cANCELED through designing homes as inward, and house center is protected from from street noise and relaxation is provided for household thorough separation and independence of house from its surrounding buildings¹².

Trends towards beauty

Human is manifestation of divine names and attributes “æáåã ÌÚáãÇááå ÇâáãÇ” (Araf/180), and all divine names and attributes have been taught by verse of “Úáá áã ÆáÇâáã Çáãâ” (Baqara/ 31). Human depicts the beauty of God. Hence, its origin is beyond human²⁶. Work is traditional architecture of revealing true beauty that lies within material and spiritual integrity. “The essence of art is beauty and beauty is related to beautiful soul of beautiful object compared to objective and physical conditions of beautiful object or its exterior effect (inner aspect or internal consistency); this is called heaven and divine quality in Islamic religion”²¹. The architect paraphrases natural beauty in his designs or according to explanation of Burakah: “He opens his soul doors to non-individual beauty” Burckhardt, 1997).

The beauty of house is result of various factors that one of them is geometry, proportion, light and color.

Geometry and proportion

Geometry is determinant and controller factor of size and guidance of achieving the desired results using attention to need; not only the physical and physical-motion needs, but spiritual and mental–emotional needs. “Geometry deals with rational proportions. Dimensions follow each other; they are as multiple of each other and need each other” (Abolqasemi, 2004). Subjectivity reaches objectivity and spiritual reaches materialism through geometry. It starts from unity and returns its original unity after passing expressions and manifestations⁶. Traditional architecture needs a litter in order to transform its mind into objectivity and to get a sense of nature from innate desires into material world. The secret can be seen in the geometry and hierarchical structure of spaces around yard and in the geometry of shaping of three-door, five-door rooms. The appearance of three-door room is golden rectangle geometry, but
the reality includes sacred number of 3*3*5 and five-door room is spreading of door one side and reaching number five, which is again as Islamic holy figure. All activities of life in these rooms face to Qiblah or perpendicular to it. Yard square is not mere quadrangle; it is symbol of stability, perfection and reflection of heaven Square Temple.

Order
Symmetrical order is final discipline and is an allegory of perfect and complete existence and is different from “standard” and “modular system” in new architecture that is meaningless.

Exterior facet
According to religion, failure to furnish the facade reveals to the importance of nature compared to appearance in Islam and shows that more emphasis is put on internal and spiritual dimensions compared to outer and material dimensions of Muslim life. The first feature of faced is the presence of symmetry that represents the uniqueness and centrality of God (Mazlumi, 1987). In most of traditional facades, divisions were in odd (3-doors), (5 doors), (7 doors) (Zoalfqazadh, 2006). The unity retention is due to faith in God oneness. In modern times, art represents new stages of human fall from his holy standard and is a major element in achieving this falling. Iranian human suffers from full understanding of tradition and is incapable of accepting absolute modernity, since he wants to be child of his time, yet he is traditional individual, because he adheres to traditional norms and standards and reproduces them unconsciously. He has no choice but to accept the fact that he is located halfway between tradition and modernity (Jahanbeglo, 2000).

Using light and color
The Holy Quran says: “Çáåâ äæÑ ÇáOãæÇÊ æ ÇáCNÖ e ãEâ äæÑå “(Noor), this means that God is light of heavens and earth and facts have been emerged by this light that was not previously apparent. Light in appearance universe is manifestation of other “UÇáNÇ åáÝOå äUÀNÇaÚÍÑå “(Tabatabai, Bita). The light in center represents divine. Light is the most important characteristic of Iranian architecture, not only as a material object but as a symbol of divine wisdom. Traditional architecture has repeated God’s action and true divine knowledge using divine revelations and passing light through colored glasses without space in order to light believers’ homes. Light is secret and example of Higher Realms reality, it is secret of hidden beauty that combines color and geometry and directs space to perfection.

CONCLUSION
Traditional architecture considers its inner tendency to love through considering religious bases and their reflections in symbols and forms that have divine origin. Traditional architecture takes earthly examples of his industrial form Supreme Heaven examples, which are derived from religion and hide in its implied meanings. Thus, all other trends such as truth, beauty, goodness and wisdom, creativity and innovation can be found in the housing that tends to love and worship. Traditional architecture provides hidden truths as secrets within the architecture in the form of material objects. Therefore, an architecture is pleasant who makes possible the best adaptation of form and meaning through selection and application of appropriate and worthy of mysteries. The Traditional houses are formed on the basis of religious beliefs and their hidden meanings are appeared. It proved that traditional home has two types of drawings. A clear drawing of residents’ functional needs and hide drawing has been created from innate desires of faith and Meta knowledge of architecture. Traditional house reaches its perfection when the two reveal and hide drawings comply with each other and its hidden drawing is like divine hidden drawing. Space system of Iranian architecture has provided hidden meaning of form and initial idea of architecture in architect. The architecture space system has conceptual hierarchy features and has been emerged in central and axis forms. West cosmology made empty everything for him as meaning and truth and created dark future for him through introducing death as the end of everything. So that human has no way in this culture except neglecting himself and ignoring life realities. We must start with settlement method and principles in order to reconcile with the past through using recent achievements and facilities and not blindly imitation. In this context, and given the need to represent the Iranian identity in line with life concept and related
concepts and values, that on the one hand, they are maintained as tradition in Iranian culture as relationship between people and interaction with space, and on the other hand, they are updated in todays form and must be passed in order to achieve Iranian model home.
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